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STUDY AIMS

BACKGROUND
 Alcohol exposure throughout adolescence is associated with
numerous adverse health behaviours and outcomes1,2.
 ASBI can be successful in reducing risky drinking among adults,
but little is known about the feasibility or effectiveness of
delivering such interventions to under 18s in community
settings.
 DrinkThink equips health, youth, social care and youth justice
agencies to deliver ASBI to young people with whom they work.

 To explore the feasibility, acceptability, barriers and
facilitators of professionals trained to deliver ‘DrinkThink’
intervention within healthcare, social care, and youth
service settings.

THE DRINKTHINK INTERVENTION
1. Screen young person using the Modified Single Alcohol Screening Question (M-SASQ)
2. If positive, engage in structured conversation with the young person using visual aids about the harmful consequences
of drinking, and steps they can take to reduce the risks

3. Refer young person to Project 28 for further ongoing support regarding alcohol use if needed / wanted

CONCLUSIONS

METHODS
 5 focus groups with teams within the following services: youth,
school nurses, sexual health clinic, social support for families.
 11 individual interviews with staff delivering the intervention

FINDINGS
 Staff appreciated opportunity to learn new skills and acquire new
knowledge about alcohol use among young people
 BUT few staff were delivering DrinkThink as intended:
 Practical issues: limited time, feeling unconfident about how to
deliver intervention
 Intervention considered unsuited to non-health service where
‘person-centred’ & informal approach used
 Perception that alcohol use is not a priority issue for young
people (sexual health, cannabis instead)

 The DrinkThink intervention was not co-produced with
professionals which meant that different contextual factors were
not accounted for in the implementation design process
 A tool that can be adapted for use in health and non-health
service settings is recommended
 Health risks among young people include multiple types of
behaviour and alcohol interventions should reflect this
 Alcohol use should be prioritised equally & alongside other
health-related problems
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